Every child
can shine

“How can I prepare
him for school?”
“She already hates math,
what shall I do?”

“How can I provide the
best for my child?”

THINK
“I am so busy with my work,
how can I support her study?”

“How can I help him improve
his school grades?”

“I always have to beg him
to do his homework.”

How does Kumon Work?

How will Kumon beneﬁt your child?

academic
foundation

• Strong

• Handle school work easily

•

Students start at an easy starting point

•

Instructors create individualised study
projection for each student

•

Students complete their worksheets daily

•

Speed, accuracy and study behaviour are
very important when progressing to
higher levels

•

Instructors closely observe each student’s
progress and instruct each child individually

•

Students develop the ability to recognise
and correct their own mistakes

•

Instructors continue to praise and
encourage students

•

Instructors and students work closely
together by sharing their targets and goals

•

Students develop the ability to solve
problems on their own by following
the examples

•

Instructors encourage students to
progress far beyond school grade level

• Enjoy school work

• Become confident
•

Discipline

• Good learning habits
• Good

concentration ability

• Sense of

achievement

• The ability to
new topics

self-learn

• Challenging spirit

Individual Learning • Confide
ence • Sense Of Achievement
Solid Foundation fo
or a Successful Life

Kumon Math Program

Level E
Fractions and
Decimals
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Reductions
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Level F

Level D

Four Operations

Division by
2-Digit Numbers

Math Program
The fastest way to high school math
The Kumon Math Program focuses on the development
of strong calculation skills and allows students to advance
beyond their school grade level through self-learning. The
Kumon worksheets have been created to enable students to
progress in small steps and study at the most suitable level
for their academic ability.

Did you know that the Kumon
Math Programme is designed
to focus only on the essential
concepts to enable students
to solve high school level
math by themselves?

Level A
Subtraction

Student Testimonials
Read the experience of those students Kumon has helped nurture

We have already nurtured millions of students worldwide.
See Kumon in numbers...

Failure is delayed success
“ At Kumon, I have learnt to believe in
myself, that I can do it if I try.”

Le Phuong Thanh, Vietnam
Subjects: Math
Age at Enrollment: 16 years

When enrolling in Kumon, I thought the starting point
was too low for a high school student like me. I could
not imagine myself practicing addition and subtraction
calculations from primary school level math. Only after
completing the program did I realize that starting again
from those easy and basic levels was actually very helpful,
especially for students depending on calculators like me.
Besides improved academic abilities, I have also noticed
changes in my thinking. I now dare to dream and challenge
myself. I also ﬁnd myself thinking more positively. Now, to
me, “failure is actually delayed success”.
Kumon is a process of training the will and challenging the
spirit, which will help students in their future development.
Before I used to think: “I cannot even dream of it”; now I
have learnt to believe in myself, that I can do it if I try.
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method

In Vietnam, we offer Math Program.

subject

million enrolments
worldwide

47

A young girl’s willing spirit

countries

“I have more awareness and ownership to
finish what should be done today.”

50

I like studying in Kumon since it helps me to solve problems
independently without relying on my parents. Thinking on
my own and overcoming challenges of higher level math
made me more conﬁdent in decision making.
I did think the early levels were easy. But they weren’t
boring, because I knew I wanted to achieve good scores
while doing it as rapidly as I could. I now ﬁnd myself doing
math with more speed and fewer mistakes, and I enjoy it
more and more because the challenges are always there.
My daily study habits have also improved thanks to Kumon.
Before I used to make excuses to delay doing homework.
Now I have more awareness and ownership to ﬁnish what
should be done today; since I now understand how my
efforts will ﬁnally be rewarded.

Van Dan Thu, Vietnam
Subjects: Math
Age at Enrollment: 9 years

The Kumon Method has been
consistent throughout the years.

plus years

Throughout the years, Kumon
has nurtured millions of students
worldwide.

Kumon Method is now available in
47 countries and regions around
the world.

The Kumon Method was born out of a
father’s love to his son. Toru Kumon
developed the prototype of the Kumon
Method in 1954 while he was a high
school math teacher, to help his son,
Takeshi with his school work.

You cannot see exactly each star in the
night sky, but all of them are bright.
I don’t want to be famous or special,

Enrollment Procedure

Ƒ Contact Kumon office

I want to shine …
Nguyen Hang My,18 years,
Kumon Vietnam first Math Completer,
Vietnam

0

Make an appointment for a Parent Information Session

Ɠ

Child takes a simple Diagnostic Test. Parents and Instructor discuss
study projection.

Fees
Please refer to our website.

In Kumon, students have the opportunity to attend the Center twice per week. Homework is
assigned daily for non-Center days.

Contact Us:

tel: (84 8) 3827 7830
http://vn.kumonglobal.com

http://vn.kumonglobal.com
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